CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

After analyzing the data, the researcher drew conclusion that the students’ existing writing media was not interesting. They found that was difficult to write a descriptive text which eventually brought them to be passive learners. They wanted to have the interesting and attractive media which motivated them to learn and write a descriptive text. The solution for the students’ problem was developing the new interesting writing media. This new writing media was based on their needs and made them more interested in learning as well as ease them to think and write a descriptive text through the big size flashcards. There were some reasons why this big flashcards was more interesting than the old media. First, the size of the flashcards was bigger than usual, it helps the students see the picture in the card easily and clearly. Second, this big flashcards was colourful because the cards used many colour. Third, these cards use many interesting pictures that an appropriate to students’ subject that they want to learn. Fourth, there are short explanation about the each picture in the cards that could help the students to write a descriptive text. Last but not least, this big flashcard was really beatiful because it was printed in HD resolution that could make students feel interesting to see it.
B. Suggestions

Based on the explanation above, the researcher suggested that stakeholder, teacher and the students should do the need analysis to meet the most appropriate and interesting media for the students. This big size Flashcard was one of the interesting media that could be also developed by the English teacher because the size of the flashcards was bigger than usual, colourful, it used many interesting pictures that appropriate to students' subject that they want to learn, there were also a short explanation about each picture in the cards, and it was printed in HD resolution. These reasons mentioned can help the stakeholder, teacher and students to make other appropriate flashcards not just for senior high school students but also for the other students in different grade. The teacher also could use this research to develop another media in teaching and learning process. In this way, the students could achieve their best achievement in writing descriptive text by using the big size flashcard.

The researcher suggested that teachers could utilize this flashcards that had been developed in such away, because it would assist them in learning. Then, the flashcards could make them motivated and interested towards the materials being taught.

Researcher also suggested the teacher to use this flashcards as their media of teaching writing descriptive text, because it would assist them to attract students’ attention to learn writing descriptive text.